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JUMPING EVENTS

PRE ENTRY ONLY
They must provide:

How many people are attending with the competitor and their horse (this 
must meet the current gov guidance).
Date of last flu vac
Check box that they have read the rules and will adhere to our Covid 
policies 

ON ARRIVAL 
Staff will check on entry to the car park that;

The competitor has entered correctly 
Has the correct number of people
Inform them of the location of hand sanitisers and areas they are permitted 
to be initially 

They will then be shown to their parking bay. 

PARKING AREA
Boxes will be parked with 3m between each one. 
Competitors will be required to stay in their area until ready to move to red area 
(warm up 1) or later into green area (warm up 2)
If anyone requires the toilet or cafe facilities then they must use the barrier ‘one 
way system’ 
Horses will not be permitted to be tied up to the side of boxes unless they are 
accompanied at all times 

WARM UP 1 - RED ZONE
Competitors wishing to have a longer warm up may access the red area via the 
far car park slope onto the east hacking track they will then follow on to the 
Grass Warm Up Area. This is advised for walk and trot only. However fences 
may be provided if suitable conditions. 
Steward at the gate will check the rider is in the appropriate time slot to use 
warm up 1 ( max 6 riders no grooms). 

At the appropriate time the rider may move to warm up 2 green area by 
following the one way route to the driveway. 

WARM UP 2 - GREEN ZONE
Max of 4 riders permitted. Show staff will jump adjust as required. Grooms must 
wait at the seating area over looking the quarry area until their rider’s time to 
jump. If riders require grooms assistance they must leave the indoor and have 
assistance in the designated area. 
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COMPETITION TIME
Only the next competitors and their one groom are allowed by the ring entry. 
Any other persons with them must remain in the viewing/seating area above the 
quarry arena. 

COOL DOWN BLUE & YELLOW ZONES
Once the rider has finished their round they may use the cool down grass arena 
- blue area 
Once the horse is cool they must retreat back to their parking bay. 
Once finished if anyone who needs to stay at the venue must stay in Yellow 
Area seating or their parking bay, if they require cafe or toilet they must return 
back to yellow area once the facility has been used. 

RESULTS & ROSETTES
Will be available at the end of each class at the YELLOW ZONE you must remain 
social distancing if you wish to collect or view results. 

DRESSAGE EVENTS

PRE ENTRY ONLY
They must provide:

How many people are attending with the competitor and their horse (this 
must meet the current gov guidance).
Date of last flu vac
Check box that they have read the rules and will adhere to our Covid 
policies 

ON ARRIVAL 
Staff will check on entry to the car park that;

The competitor has entered correctly 
Has the correct number of people
Inform them of the location of hand sanitisers and areas they are permitted 
to be initially 

They will then be shown to their parking bay. 

PARKING AREA
Boxes will be parked with 3m between each one. 
Competitors will be required to stay in their area until ready to move to red area 
(warm up 1) or later into green area (warm up 2)
If anyone requires the toilet or cafe facilities then they must use the barrier ‘one 
way system’ 
Horses will not be permitted to be tied up to the side of boxes unless they are 
accompanied at all times 



WARM UP - GREEN ZONE
Max of 4 riders permitted. Grooms must wait at the seating area over looking 
the quarry area until their rider’s time to rider their test. If riders require grooms 
assistance they must leave the indoor and have assistance in the designated 
area. 

COMPETITION TIME
The event will be ’Self Stewarding’ please take yourself down to the Quarry 
Arena when it is your turn and enter the competition arena once the rider in 
front of you has saluted at the end of their test. 
Only the next competitors and their one groom are allowed by the ring entry. 
Any other persons with them must remain in the viewing/seating area above the 
quarry arena. 

COOL DOWN BLUE & YELLOW ZONES
Once the rider has finished their round they may use the cool down grass arena 
- blue area 
Once the horse is cool they must retreat back to their parking bay. 
Once finished if anyone who needs to stay at the venue must stay in Yellow 
Area seating or their parking bay, if they require cafe or toilet they must return 
back to yellow area once the facility has been used. 

RESULTS & ROSETTES
Will be available at the end of each class you must keep to social distancing if 
you wish to collect or view results. 


